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Introduction 
 
The Service Ideation task has the purpose of building the first full overview of FreeWheel service.  
This is possible thanks to all the data coming from research phase developed in WP2, with special 
attention to the Service and Technology Requirements, in continuous update with the advancement of 
the technology in WP3 and of course keeping focused on the Service Design Challenges analyzed and 
defined during task 4.1.  
 
So the outcome is a Service Blueprint, a diagram that visualizes the relationships between different 
service components (people, props (physical or digital evidence), and processes) that are directly tied to 
touchpoints in a specific customer journey. 
A service blueprint corresponds to a specific customer journey and the specific customer goals 
associated to that journey. This journey can vary in scope. Thus, for the same service, you may have 
multiple blueprints if there are several different scenarios that it can accommodate. For example, with a 
restaurant business, you may have separate service blueprints for the tasks of ordering food for takeout 
versus dining in the restaurant. 
 
Service blueprints give an organization a comprehensive understanding of its service and the underlying 
resources and processes — seen and unseen to the customer — that make it possible. Focusing on this 
larger understanding (alongside more typical usability aspects and individual touchpoint design) provides 
strategic benefits for the business. 
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Technical content 
 
1. General information about this Service Blueprint 

1.1. Service Blueprint form 
FreeWheel Service Blueprint is meant to be read as diagram in its visual form (Attachment 1 of 
this document), that is the referral document, where any interaction and relation is easier to follow and 
understand, as well as the comprehension of sequential steps and their development. 

1.2. Service Blueprint general structure and description 
The Blueprint is developed on different parallel rows (or clusters) that describe different actions from 
entities related to the service. Moving vertically on ideal columns there are actions that are happening at 
the same moment or with a close cause/effect relationship.  

1.2.1. Phase and Timing 
The two top rows of the blueprint are phase and timing. First describes synthetically the phase of the 
service the customer is in, the second estimated time required to fulfill a specific step or a group of steps 
of the journey. 

1.2.2. Customer journey 
Steps, choices, activities, and interactions that customer performs while interacting with a service to 
reach a particular goal. Customer actions are derived from research or a customer-journey map. 

1.2.3. Frontstage actions: Employees actions and Technology 
Actions that occur directly in view of the customer. These actions can be human-to-human or 
human-to-computer actions. Human-to-human actions are the steps and activities that the contact 
employee (the person who interacts with the customer) performs. Human-to-computer actions are 
carried out when the customer interacts with self-service technology (for example, the mobile app). 

1.2.4. Backstage actions 
Steps and activities that occur behind the scenes to support onstage happenings. These actions could 
be performed by a backstage employee (e.g., a cook in the kitchen) or by a frontstage employee who 
does something not visible to the customer (e.g., a waiter entering an order into the kitchen display 
system). 

1.2.5. Processes 
Internal steps, and interactions that support the employees in delivering the service. They could be also 
specifically built technologies, such as software or dedicated systems. 

1.2.6. Key elements 
Line of interaction: depicts the direct interactions between the customer and the organization. 
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Line of visibility: separates all service activities that are visible to the customer from those that are 
not visible. Everything frontstage (visible) appears above this line, while everything backstage (not 
visible) appears below this line. 
Line of internal interaction: separates contact employees from those who do not directly support 
interactions with customers. 
Arrows: they are a key element of service blueprinting. They indicate relationships, and more 
importantly, dependencies.  
A full line arrow indicates the development of customer journey enabling steps, where two full arrows 
depart from a single box, that means that the two ways can be both chosen and allows the customer to 
take advantage of the service in different ways. Dashed arrows indicate information/support provision in 
the interaction, following the direction. 

1.3. Reading this Service Blueprint 
To properly read this Blueprint, the reader should start from the first step of the Customer Journey, 
following the full arrows to advance in the experience. For each step the dashed connectors highlight the 
interaction between all the service parts, so they need to be explored in order to get fully the service 
operations. For each step related actions, technologies and processes across the blueprint, the reader is 
going to find a brief description in this document, that is describing the blueprint following the customer 
journey (follow box IDs to better identify the descriptions). Please keep in mind that in this document 
there are only general descriptions of steps, actions and technologies, since its purpose is to 
show the interactions, giving a proper overview of the service, but is not meant to give shape to 
each feature at this stage. 
  
2. Description of Customer Journey steps 

2.1. Gearing Up phase 

2.1.1. Subscription process (C0) 
Accessing FreeWheel services requires the customer to proceed with the subscription (onboarding) 
process. The onboarding process has an access point in the authentication section, where a customer 
without service credentials will be advised to proceed with the subscription to the service. At the very 
beginning of the onboarding process, the customer will be asked to describe hisorher motion limitation, in 
natural language upon a conversational defined experience. A search heuristic algorithm will analyze the 
description provided by the customer, inferring the service suitability and informing about the possibility 
to proceed, or not, with the onboarding process. 
The onboarding process consists of a sequence of steps each of whom will gather a specific class of 
customer data respecting predefined validation rules, these steps are described below. 
All this phase happens by the interaction between the Customer and the Mobile App form or chatbot 
(T0), supported by Registration process with email authentication (P0), while data are stored in 
FreeWheel Users Database (P2). 

2.1.1.1. Service suitability 
As mentioned, FreeWheel will not be suitable for all types of motion limitation and, for this reason, the 
onboarding process will start asking the customer, in a conversational way, a short description about 
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hisorher motion limitation. The description provided will be analyzed by a keyword-based search 
heuristic algorithm that will infer the service suitability for that customer. 

2.1.1.2. Access data 
In this step, the customer will specify the email address which he will use to identify himself and will 
choose a password that will protect unauthorized access to the service. 
The e-mail address specified will be formally valid (with respect to a predefined standard regular 
expression) and must not already exist in the system’s database. To confirm the email address customer 
ownership, the system will send a verification URL the customer will be asked to follow. 
The password must respect a set of strength constraints namely:  

● at least 8 characters; 
● at least one digit; 
● at least one uppercase character; 

Since the password typing will be masked, the customer will be asked to type it two times to avoid typing 
errors. 

2.1.1.3. Anagraphic data 
In the Anagraphic data step the customer will be asked to type hisorher personal data namely: 

● Name 
● Surname 
● Sex (male or female) 
● Birth date 
● City of birth 
● State of birth 
● Country of birth 
● Address 
● City 
● Country 
● Postal code 
● Tax code 

All data is mandatory and the tax code is supposed not to be already in the system database. 
The birth date is validated in order to accept only customers older than 18 years. 

2.1.1.4. Terms and conditions 
Accepting service’s terms and conditions is mandatory to persist all the collected customer data to the 
system database. In this step, the front-end app will download the list of all the up to date documents that 
the customer will be asked to read and accept one by one before proceeding sending all the data 
collected since the first onboarding step to the system. 

2.1.1.5. Email verification 
After the customer data is sent to the system, a new FreeWheel customer will be created, identified by 
the tuple <email address; password> and associated to the anagraphic data they sent. At the same time, 
a verification url to follow is sent to the email address specified in order to certify the customer ownership 
of that email address. The customer remains locked in an inactive state until will not follow the 
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verification url received via email completing hisorher activation. Each inactive customer will not access 
the services until they will complete the email address verification. 

2.1.1.6. Payment data 
This step will be available after the customer will be active (completing the email verification process) 
and can be skipped with the opportunity to do it in the future. 
The payment data step will be a PCI-DSS compliant page exposed bay a third party acquirer that will ask 
the customer to specify hisorher payment cards data namely: 

● PAN 
● Card’s owner 
● Expiration date 
● CVV 

The payment card data will be processed and confirmed by the third party acquirer that will return a 
digital version available for in app purchases. 

2.1.2. Identify own wheelchair model (C1) 
This step will be a part of the onboarding process suitable for confirmed customers with valid access 
credentials and will ask for all the necessary data to identify the customer’s wheelchair, and its 
characteristics, in order to produce a proper adaptor. For this reason, the wheelchair will be identified 
selecting “manufacturer” and “model” from a pre-populated list and specifying, eventually, if the wheels 
have been replaced with custom ones. The list is populated accordingly to the data in the FreeWheel 
Engineering Platform. At the end of this step the Customer get a notification from the Mobile App about 
registration completion (T1), from now on heorshe is going to be in a waiting state until the adaptor is 
ready. 

2.1.2.1. FreeWheel Engineering Platform (P1) 
This platform is going to gather all data related to wheelchairs and adaptor, such as CAD files, metadata 
and link between the objects. This is going to be managed by FreeWheel production team, in charge of 
having it updated, also adding new CADs and designed adaptors, according to the New Adaptor 
Production Process (described at point 2.1.2.3), in order to ensure correct match between customer 
needs and production. 

2.1.2.2. Provide details about not listed wheelchair (C2A) 
In case a wheelchair model is not available in the list or it is but its wheels have been replaced with 
custom ones, the customer will access a specific section where they will type their wheelchair model and 
will take a set of photos to permit Freewheel Production Team to understand physical and technical 
specification of the adaptor that will be produced. When the data will be sent, if the selected model is well 
known, and so it’s in the model database, the production team will produce the specific adaptor. 
On the other hand, for any unknown wheelchair model manually specified the production team will 
contact the proper manufacturer in order to collect specifications and CADs they need to produce the 
suitable adaptor and add the new model in the database, accordingly to the New Adaptor Production 
Process. 
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2.1.2.3. New Adaptor Production Process 
This process is triggered when a Customer does not find hisorher own wheelchair in the list provided by 
the FreeWheel Engineering Platform database. The Production Team checks the information provided 
by the customer via mobile app (B1), they can get back to the customer to ask further information if 
needed (B2), otherwise they move on in contacting the Wheelchair manufacturer  in order to get specs 
and CADs of the wheelchair (B3), so the design process starts, aided by customized design processes, 
supported by additive manufacturing technologies (P3), and the result is a new adaptor CAD and specs 
that is added to the FreeWheel Engineering Platform, together with wheelchair ones and is going to be 
available for upcoming customers, feeding the database. 

2.1.3. Production Team produces Adaptor from Database (B0) 
The adaptor is printed, the process is supported by the FreeWheel Engineering Platform (P1) and 
customized design processes, supported by additive manufacturing technologies (P3). 

2.1.4. Book a gearing up appointment for Adaptor installation and training (C3) 
Once the customer will send hisorher wheelchair model information they will remain in a waiting state for 
the time the production team will need to produce the adaptor. 
During the whole waiting period, the customer will check the adaptor’s production and shipment status 
accessing the FreeWheel mobile app with hisorher own credentials. 
Once the adaptor is produced customer will be able to book an appointment for adaptor installation 
and service training (C3), with the help of the mobile app (B5). 

2.1.5. Reach appointment location at designed date and time (C4) 
Once the customer booked theirs training and adaptor setup, they will reach the assigned FreeWheel 
point at the date and time heorshe chose during the booking process. Service is aiming to complete the 
steps from completing the registration (T1) to the moment of the installation/training appointment in 
maximum 2 weeks. 

2.1.6. Get the Adaptor installed and trained about the service (C5) 
On the FreeWheel point, the customer will be aided with their wheelchair adaptor setup and, after that, 
they will be trained to use FreeWheel services safely and correctly (E0). After the setup and training 
session, the customer will be able to use FreeWheel autonomously and they will start booking 
FreeWheel modules through the mobile app. At the same moment, the customer is marked ready for the 
service (B5), this information is going to be registered in the FreeWheel Users Database (P2). 

2.1.7. Select Service rack (C6) 
Every subscribed and trained customer will access the mobile app landing on the FreeWheel point 
search section (T4) where he will locate available service rack in order to start a module booking 
process. 
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2.1.8. Service customer’s support (B9) 
The Gearing Up phase, as well as the whole service experience, will be supported by a customer 
support, available via chatbot, email and phone. It will be able to access all FreeWheel data in order to 
ensure proper assistance in every situation, and trigger the right protocol accordingly to the case. 

2.2. Booking phase 
The module booking process will ask the customer to select on a map, or alternatively on a list, the 
FreeWheel point where he would reserve a module. 
The customer will configure a booking at the chosen FreeWheel point, selecting an available time slot, 
each time slot will be a sum of two time segments: a recharge time and a driving time. 
The recharge time segment and the driving time segment will be dynamically computed as the worst 
battery recharge time measured for that rack and the best battery life measured on the same rack 
respectively. 
Once the time slot will be selected, the FreeWheel system will assign the most suitable module 
considering the whole rack’s scheduling and assuring the customer a full battery charge.  This process is 
managed by Modules Management Software (P4), with the support of the rack, that is constantly 
recharging modules batteries (P5). 
The customer will book a module in two different ways: they can book in advance selecting an available 
time slot identified by the triple <FreeWheel point, date, time>; they can book on the fly, near the 
FreeWheel rack checking if they can instantly pick up a module. 

2.2.1. Book the module in advance (C7) 
The customer who will book in advance, at a particular place, is asked to check in the first step, on the 
map, if there will be a FreeWheel point available there. Selected a FreeWheel point they will access a 
detail section where they will see all the point’s information and will configure a time slot for their 
booking. The customer will configure a booking selecting one of the available time slots the system will 
return. The system will return time slots available checking on the racks’ schedule empty slots the 
guarantee a full battery module available for pick-up and no overlaps with any other subsequent 
bookings. Each available driving time segment will end before at least one booked time slot’s recharge 
time. 
Once the time slot will be confirmed the system will lock it on the schedule and return the customer all 
the booking details namely and the identification number of the module designed to be picked up. 

2.2.2. Book the module on the fly (C8A-C9A) 
The customer who will be near a FreeWheel rack will have the opportunity to book a module on-the-fly 
checking in real-time through the mobile app, using device location or acquiring a qr-code, if heorshe is 
within an available time slot and heorshe can proceed with a booking. The current time slot availability is 
returned by the system upon the same logic already seen in the booking in advance. 
Once the time slot will be confirmed the system will lock it on the schedule and return the customer all 
the booking details namely and the identification number of the module designed to be picked up. 

2.2.3. Reach the service rack (C8, C8A) 
Once a booking will be done, in case of a booking in advance, the customer will reach the chosen 
FreeWheel point on the day and time heorshe selected during the booking process. Once there on time 
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heorshe will do the check-in to the platform to start hisorher booking. All available FreeWheel points will 
be visible on a map and customers will have the ability to engage navigation delegated apps. 

2.2.3.1. Reach the rack location just before the start of the booked rent (C8) 
Once the customer gets to the  FreeWheel point he will do the check-in acquiring the unique qr-code 
printed on the rack, they will proceed with the module selection. 

2.2.3.2. Reach Service Rack (without a scheduled booking) (C8A) 
Users that will reach a FreeWheel rack will try to book a module on-the-fly acquiring the unique qr-code 
printed on the rack checking instantly if there will be a module available for booking. If a module will be 
available it will be shown no the mobile app and the customer will proceed with the booking. 

2.3. Running service Phase 
In this phase the customer is experiencing the main service’s expected features. 
Once the check-in has been successfully done, the system will find the most suitable module checking: 

● Booking schedule: in order to guarantee an available module to all scheduled bookings. 
● Battery charge statuses: to guarantee a full battery module to all scheduled bookings. 
● Modules’ usage: to reduce the time life variance among modules. 

2.3.1. Identify the designated module (C9) 
The module designated by the system will be shown on the mobile application (T8) and it will be 
identified by a unique id that will be printed on the module hardware too. The customer will simply match 
the unique id the system returned and the same printed on the module. This step could be aided by 
on-site employee (E1). 

2.3.2. Select available module (C9A) 
In the same way, to the customer that will try an on-the-fly booking, the system will return the available 
module’s unique id. The customer will simply match the unique id the system returned and the same 
printed on the module. Also this step could be aided by on-site employee (E1). 

2.3.3. Confirm module identification (C10) 
If the module’s unique id the system returned will match an available on the rack module’s unique id, the 
customer will confirm heorshe will proceed with the booking and will show the unique id to the technician 
available at the FreeWheel point. 

2.3.4. Install the module (C11) 
The FreeWheel point employee will check again all the information the system returned and, if nothing 
will prevent it, heorshe will get the module installed to hisorher wheelchair and paired with hisorher 
device via bluetooth connection (E2). In this operation the specifically designed rack will help the 
installation (T10). After a successful pairing the mobile app will receive module details and forward a 
subset of them to the system to close the loop. 
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2.3.5. Start the rent, confirm correct module installation (C12) 
Once the module has been installed, the customer will confirm their willingness to start the booking on 
the mobile app specifying hisorher security code. The security code is a security measure that will 
prevent using the FreeWheel service charging payments on stolen accounts. 

2.3.6. Select destination (C13) 
The customer will select a destination on a map view and a route definition will follow and the result will 
be shown (T12). The customer will then decide to confirm the route the map showed or continue with 
free driving. 

2.3.7. Drive (C15A, C14) 
Once the active module is booked, installed on the customer’s wheelchair and the booking is started, the 
customer will proceed with one of the two available driving modes: a manual one and an autonomous 
one. 

2.3.7.1. Drive manually (C15A) 
The manual drive model will be always available and will need a successful module Microcontroller Unit 
(MCU) to device pairing. The bi-directional communication between the module MCU and the customer’s 
device will see all the control inputs flowing from the device to the MCU and all the output information 
(module uid, speed, gps position, distance, battery charge and security purpose overhead) returned to 
the customer’s device. All the control input information will be given by customers through a D-PAD that 
will be shown on the mobile app UI. For security reasons, an unpairing occurrence will cause the MCU to 
immediately stop the engine and, at the same time, the mobile app will engage the customer assistance 
that will attend the customer. 

2.3.7.2. Get driven by autonomous mode (C14) 
If available on that FreeWheel point, customers will have the ability to switch to the autonomous drive 
mode. In the autonomous drive mode, the mobile app will let the MCU controlling the module following a 
predefined route (Autonomous Driving System, P6). Routes Information will be pre-built inside every 
MCU persistent memory and will be returned to the customer’s device, over an active bluetooth 
connection, to show directions the MCU is following as well as common information like distance, speed, 
battery charge ecc.. and points of interest occurrence. On a point of interest occurrence, the mobile app 
will eventually show information of cultural, service or commercial nature. For security reasons 
customers in autonomous drive mode will have the ability to switch back to the manual drive getting back 
the wheelchair direct control. 

2.3.8. Visualize data from third-party services (C16) 
The system will be open to third party system integration to gain information that could be useful to 
improve customer experience. Third party information will flow both through a front-end to third party 
service integration and through back-end to back-end integration (B7). 
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2.3.9. Reach Service rack, for rent ending (C17) 
When a customer wants to close their rent, heorshe will move heading up the way back to the rack. The 
customer coming back to the rack will be guided through the shortest route evaluated by the mobile 
application, in the case of manual drive, or by the Autonomous Driving system, in the case of 
autonomous drive. 

2.4. Wrapping up phase 

2.4.1. Detach the module (C18) 
Once reached the rack, a FreeWheel employee will detach the module from the customer’s wheelchair 
(E3) aided by the rack (T15). 

2.4.2. Confirm rent end (C19) 
Once the module is detached the customer will proceed ending the booking through the mobile app 
interface (T16) and confirming hisorher willing to close the booking. The booking close confirmation will 
be sent to the system back-end in order to release the module on the schedule and to evaluate all the 
booking details (Module Management Software, P4). 

2.4.3. Receive confirmation and receipt (C20) 
Once the system back-end evaluate all the closing booking details it will return them to the mobile app 
including the receipt data (T17). The mobile app will send and forget an ack after receiving the booking 
details and, received the ack, the back-end system will mark the receipt as read by the customer. Fee 
calculation is a backstage operation that is supported by the Accounting System (B8), payment is 
processed via gateway (P7). 
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ent 

location at designated 
date and tim

e
C4

G
et the Adaptor installed 
and trained about the 

service
C5

Select Service rack

C6

Book the M
odule in 

advance

C7

Reach the rack location 
just before the start of the 

booked  rent
C8

Reach Service Rack

C8A

Select available M
oduleC9A

Identify the designated 
M

odule

C9

Confirm
 M

odule 
identification

C10

Install the M
odule

C11

Start the rent (confirm
 

correct M
odule 

installation)
C12

Select destination (see 
designated path) and 

confirm
 navigation

C13

G
et driven by autonom

ous 
driving m

ode

C14

Drive m
anually

C15A

Visualize data from
 

third-party services

C16

G
et back to service rackC17

Detach the M
odule

C18

Confirm
 rent end

C19

Receive confirm
ation and 

receipt

C20

M
obile app show

s
form

 or chatbot

T0

M
obile App notifies

registration com
pletionT1

M
obile App notifies
Adaptor is ready

T2

M
obile app show

s place, 
date and tim

e selectorsT3

Em
ployee(s) installs the 

Adaptor and trains the 
custom

er
E0

M
obile App localize and 

show
s m

ap of 
surroundings and 
FreeW

heel points
T4

M
obile app show

s date 
and tim

e selector

T5

M
obile app confirm

s 
booking and show

 detailsT6

Booked M
odule is m

arked as unavailable according to dedicated algorithm

T7

M
obile app show

s M
odule 

identification info

T8

O
PTIO

N
AL

O
n-site em

ployee helps 
identification

E1

M
obile app show

s M
odule 

identification form

T9

Rack helps M
odule 

installation

T10

O
n-site em

ployee assists 
M

odule installation

E2

M
obile app show

s start 
rent call to action

T11

M
obile App show

s 
location m

ap and 
destinations

T12

M
obile app activates 

digital joystick

T14

Rack helps M
odule 

detaching

T15

O
n-site em

ployee assist 
detaching M

odule

E3

M
obile app show

s end 
rent call to action

T16

M
obile app show

s renting 
info and receipt

T17

FreeW
heel Engineering 
Platform

Database of available 
W

heelchairs/Adaptors P1

Registration process w
ith em

ail authentication

P0

O
n Dem

and custom
ized design processes, 

supported by Additive M
anufacturing

P3

FreeW
heel user database

P2

M
odules M

anagem
ent Softw

are 
M

anage bookings, check availabilities, m
onitor M

odule status and usage

P4

Autonom
ous Driving system

 (sensors and softw
are)

P6

Racks charge M
odules’ batteries

P5

P7

B0

B3

B1B2

    N
ew

 A
daptor production process

Production Team
 checks 

client provided 
inform

ation about 
w

heelchair

O
PTIO

N
AL:

Production Team
 gets 

back to the client for 
further inform

ation

Production Team
 contacts 

w
heelchair m

anufacturer 
to collect specs and/or 

CADs

Production Team
designs the Adaptor and 
adds it to the databaseB4 B3

B2

B1

B5

Custom
er is m

arked ready 
for FreeW

heel service

B6

M
obile App show

s info and path to destination(s)

T13

Third-party services 
provide inform

ation

B7

Accounting System

B8

Service custom
er’s support is available via phone or em

ail, rem
ote or on-site

B9

mailto:project.freewheel@keenbull.com

